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(R2) 13:30 SEDGEFIELD, 2m 3f 65y 

Sprayclad UK Handicap Chase (Class 4) (5YO plus)
No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 21/10-
4P

SKIPPING ON (IRE) 54 C 
b g Westerner - Skipping Along

11 11 - 8p1 Adam Wedge
Laura Morgan

114

Jockey Colours: Maroon, grey and maroon hooped sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Progressive chaser in 2017/18 but very lightly raced since. Went backwards
from reappearance when pulled up at Lingfield last month so has serious questions to answer
now and cheekpieces reached for.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

2 11-U631 MANOFTHEMOMENT (IRE) 26 
b g Jeremy - Endless Ambition

6 11 - 7 J J Burke
T R George

113

Jockey Colours: Pink, orange epaulets
Timeform says: Has improved with each of his three runs over fences and landed Warwick
handicap in taking style last month. Up 8 lb but he still looks ahead of his mark so is the one
to beat here.  (Forecast 2.88)

Notes: 

3 9/5310-7 ENRICHISSANT (FR) 83 
b g Speedmaster - Quibble

6 11 - 4p1 Brendan Powell
D G Bridgwater

110

Jockey Colours: Red and white check, black and white check sleeves, royal blue cap
Timeform says: Displayed a willing attitude to get off the mark over hurdles at Huntingdon
last season but well held both subsequent starts and has had wind op since his chasing
bow/return. Bit to prove now.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

4 95132-8 MINE'S A PINT 29 
b g Network - Ryme Bere

8 11 - 3ht Thomas Bellamy
Keiran Burke

109

Jockey Colours: Grey, red stars, sleeves and star on cap
Timeform says: Fair winning chaser in light campaign last term who shaped as if better for
the run after 9-month break when eighth at Newbury on his return. Not totally dismissed now
with that run under his belt.  (Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

5 33-73F2 OSCAR WILDE (IRE) 31 
b g Oscar - Deep Supreme

6 11 - 3 Danny Cook
Mrs S J Smith

109

Jockey Colours: Light blue and maroon (halved), sleeves reversed, light blue and maroon hooped cap
Timeform says: Ran his best race over fences and shaped encouragingly when runner-up in
21f handicap at Market Rasen last month, collared only after last. Up 2 lb but still low mileage
so he must enter calculations.  (Forecast 3.50)

Notes: 

6 622113 RINGARINGAROSIE (IRE) 16 CD 
ch m Stowaway - Megan's Magic

7 11 - 0 Danny McMenamin
(5)
M Todhunter

106

Jockey Colours: Emerald green and black stripes, emerald green sleeves, black spots, black cap,
emerald green spots
Timeform says: Likeable mare who has improved this campaign, winning 4 times (3 here),
and she returned after 2-month break with good third back here 16 days ago. Highly
respected once more.  (Forecast 7.50)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: MANOFTHEMOMENT is a young chaser on the up and Tom George's 6-y-o is
taken to shrug aside an 8 lb rise for his recent Warwick success at the chief expense of Oscar Wilde,
who also has better days ahead of him over fences and represents a big threat for the in-form Sue
Smith yard. Ringaringarosie appeals as the pick of the remainder.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: MANOFTHEMOMENT (2) 
2: OSCAR WILDE (5) 
3: RINGARINGAROSIE (6)


